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Average transaction volume per user1 B2C user penetration rate to 20201 

 

The internet – a giant marketplace 
Forecast for the online B2C commerce market (to 2020) 

→ Amazon is regarded as the showcase example for the lucrative B2C segment. 

→ And the global online B2B market? It is set to grow to USD 6.7 trillion by 2020 and boast twice the volume of its B2C 

counterpart in the US.2 
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1: Source: Digital Outlook Statista 2015 (worldwide); 2: Source: “Future of B2B Online Retailing” (09.04.2016) study by Frost & Sullivan  
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Today: Market participants meet – above all online Platform concepts have always existed 

Digital marketplaces: online platforms serving as 
interfaces for all market players  

1: Source: B2B eCommerce, 2015 To 2020, May 2015 
2: Source: Interview with Sangeet Paul Choudary (derinews Magazine, July/August 2016) 
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Driving forces behind the impressive forecasts 
Successful platforms create value 

But that is not all:  

3 characteristics of (successful) platforms2 

New technologies are again the 

‘usual suspects’1 

– Cost savings on the provider side (less physical 

infrastructure required). 

– More convenient buying processes 

for consumers. 

– Efficiency gains in terms of time and costs 

create scope for higher quality and lower prices. 

Enormous volumes of data can be processed, 

exchanged and distributed much more quickly. 

– Increasingly wide-spread and cheap use of 

smartphones: large parts of the population (in 

India, Africa, South America) that were previously 

excluded are being integrated in 

economic cycles.   

– The Internet of Things: Every physical thing can 

in theory be used as the user interface of a trading 

interface and for a platform. 

1: Sources: Forrester Research: B2B eCommerce, 2015 To 2020, May 2015; Thomas Rappold (investment advisor, author, entrepreneur) 
2: Source: Sangeet Paul Choudary (interview in derinews Magazine, July/August 2016) 
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Technologies bolstering platform effects (1/2) 
Creating new value for all platform consumers 

Traditional platform concept: interaction taking the example of a shopping mall 

Sources: Sangeet Paul Choudary (interview in derinews Magazine, July/August 2016; Article in Harvard Business Manager, June 2016) 

“The platform (shopping mall) has become more valuable. Its value increases the more interaction 

there is between the participants. It has become more valuable without any money flowing.” 

Sangeet Paul Choudary; derinews Magazine issue July/August 2016 
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Technologies bolstering platform effects (2/2) 
Creating new value for all platform participants 

New platform concept, taking Uber as an example: demand-side interaction is strengthened 

Source: Sangeet Paul Choudary (interview in derinews Magazine, July/August 2016) 

“Activities of functions that were previously external are supplemented or taken over in their 

entirety. However, the interaction must deliver a spark and motivate users – as a basis to aggregate 

supply and demand in one place which allows match making at scale.”  

Sangeet Paul Choudary; derinews Magazine issue July/August 2016 
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Digital marketplaces are platform ecosystems 
Platform participants themselves enhance value 

Players in the platform ecosystem: themselves enhancing value 

Source: Harvard Business Manager, June 2016 
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Platform strategies: reversing outsourcing Success thanks to the ‘community effect’ 

Platforms create ideas that would possibly never have 
occurred to someone in the inside” 

– A platform’s most valuable assets are therefore its data 

and users.  

– Network effects within the platform ecosystem become 

all the more stronger the more subsequent 

interactions match up (e.g. receiving recommendations 

when buying books that in turn lead to new purchases).  

– Platform participants, producers and consumers 

themselves have a value-accretive impact.  

– Client value is at times created even via the client’s own 

technological know-how. 

– The more users a platform has, the greater its 

value becomes.  

– The ‘community effect’ serves as the ultimate source of 

potential competitive advantages.   

– Sales figures, generated turnover and profit are not the 

only analysis yardsticks. 

– The interactions and thus the exchange of value 

between producers and consumers are pivotal. 

– Other key figures for enhancing and monitoring core 

interaction: platform failure, usage intensity, placement 

quality, negative network effects.  

– New platform world: necessitating a new management 

style as well as an open ecosystem with fair 

remuneration; as a rule, new start-ups begin directly with 

an open architecture. 

– Well-known success stories: Apple and Google have 

defeated established providers thanks to the power 

of platforms. 

– Good opportunities for ‘inefficient’ areas in healthcare 

(strong growth potential). 

Quelle: Interview mit Sangeet Paul Choudary (derinews-Magazin, Juli/August 2016) 
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No shortage of flops Examples of the revolutionary concept 

Platforms create new forms of value just by being platforms 
Successes and failures 

– Besides Uber, other platform providers that have 

revolutionized their industries include the e-

commerce company Alibaba, which quickly 

became a Chinese trade and communications 

giant, and the online accommodation 

marketplace Airbnb. 

– The former niche player and now online giant 

Amazon now defines its credo as follows: 

– MySpace is a classic example. 

– It admittedly failed for a variety of reasons. 

– However, the key point was an inadequate 

platform strategy: 
– For example, they did not know which interfaces they 

should make open to the broader public. 

– They then kept app development closed in-house 

and did not open it out to external developers. 

– Added to this, there was an error in setting the user 

rules: MySpace allowed its users to change the user 

interface as they liked without restrictions. Less 

sophisticated users tampered with the optical design – 

with the corresponding results. 

Sources: Interview with Sangeet Paul Choudary (derinews Magazine, July/August 2016); Amazon.com 
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Platform strategies: often superior to those of pipelines 
Platforms instead of pipelines 

Conclusion: A successful platform strategy requires a rethink on the part of managers 

Sources: Sangeet Paul Choudary (interview in derinews Magazine, July/August 2016; Article in Harvard Business Manager, June 2016) 

Change 
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Digital Marketplaces Performance Index  … more so than with other technology trends 

The winner takes it all 
Very much so in the case of digital markets… 

– If there is saturation in certain industries, this can 

lead to greater consolidation pressure (and 

upside potential). 

– By means of economies of scale, companies 

minimize infrastructure and transaction costs – 

and create potential for cutting prices.  

– At the same time, this preserves or increases the 

profitability of companies.  

– The new technologies only serve to strengthen 

the economies of scale. 

– Innovations: peer-to-peer models, e.g. 

LendingClub; peer-to-peer payment (PayPal’s 

Venmo service) underpinned by crowdsourcing 

and social/mobile elements; personalization and 

customization: one-stop shopping travel planning 

for flights, interactive catalogues; etc. 

– The Digital Marketplaces Performance Index 

allows investors to participate in the development 

of digital markets.  

– The index concept follows quantitative and 

qualitative rules. 

– Thomas Rappold acts as investment advisor, 

and the index is calculated and published by 

Solactive AG. 

– The index is rebalanced every six months on the 

basis of the analysis and 

the quantitative rules. 

Source: Thomas Rappold (investment advisor, author, entrepreneur) 
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Digital Marketplaces Performance-Index: value 
investing in the tech sector 

The index is based on qualitative analysis, and is rebalanced every six months 

Significant revenues in the following digital marketplace 

segments:  

– Real estate 

– Media 

– Travel 

– Securities exchanges 

– Financial services 

– e-commerce 

– Listed on a recognized and regulated exchange 

– Market capitalization of at least USD 750 million 

– Average daily share trading volume: USD 1 million (in the 

past three months) 

– No trading restrictions for foreign investors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: index guidelines on solactive.com based on requirements of Thomas Rappold - investment advisor, entrepreneur and author 

Selection pool 

(comprehensive analysis based on qualitative & 

quantitative criteria) 

Index members 

(rules as well as comprehensive analysis based on qualitative & 

quantitative criteria) 

Selection pool: on the selection date, the index advisor picks up to 20 

stocks on the basis of four criteria: 

High entry barriers in terms of: 

– brand awareness 

– patent protection 

– networks & alliances 

– uniqueness of business model 

1 

Product appeal and market growth  

(long-term & sustainable) 
2 

Quality of management 3 

Internationality of business 4 
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Investment advisor Thomas Rappold 
Applying value investing criteria to the tech sector 

Thomas Rappold - investment advisor, entrepreneur and author 

– Self-taught in programming language at the age of 14, completed 

first media IT course in Europe 

– Developed ground-breaking new financial portals for private and 

corporate clients as an employee of the Strategy Group Internet at 

Allianz SE  

– Successful track record stretching back more than ten years as an 

entrepreneur with an Internet, consulting and investment company, 

and as a founder of numerous Internet start-ups 

The book – Silicon Valley Investing 

– Unlike the dotcom bubble, innovations such as big 

data, cloud computing and mobile apps are key 

components in the real economy 

– Silicon Valley expert Thomas Rappold explains 

the key valuation metrics and news sources for 

investments in start-ups, long before  

going public 

www.silicon-valley.de 
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Companies featured in the initial composition of the 
index 

Thomas Rappold sees significant earnings prospects in these segments: 

Real Estate Media Travel 

– Rightmove Plc (GB) 

– Zillow Group Inc.-A (US) 

– Rea Group Ltd. (AU) 

– Adobe Systems Inc. (US) 

– Netflix Inc. (US) 

– CTRIP.com Inc. (CN) 

– Expedia Inc. (US) 

– The Priceline Group Inc. (US) 

Sources: Thomas Rappold - investment advisor, entrepreneur and author, index guidelines Solactive.com 

Stock Market Financial Services eCommerce 

– CME Group Inc. (US) 

– Deutsche Börse AG (DE) 

– Hong Kong Exchanges & 

Clear (HK) 

– Paypal Holdings Inc. (US) 

– Moneysupermarket.com (GB) 

– Fiserv Inc. (US) 

– Intuit Inc. (US) 

– Alibaba Group Holding-sp 

ADR (CN) 

– Amazon.com Inc. (US) 

– eBay Inc. (US) 
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Companies featured in the initial composition of the 
index 

Adobe Systems Inc 

CME Group Inc 

Amazon.com Inc 

Deutsche Börse AG 

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd 

Ctrip.com International 

Past performance and simulations are not reliable indicators of future performance. 

Source: Bloomberg; as at 30.06.2016 (all available data from 30.06.2011 to 30.06.2016) 
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Companies featured in the initial composition of the 
index 

eBay Inc 

Hong Kong Exchanges 

Fiserv Inc 

Moneysupermarket.com 

Expedia Inc 

Intuit Inc 

Past performance and simulations are not reliable indicators of future performance. 

Source: Bloomberg; as at 30.06.2016 (all available data from 30.06.2011 to 30.06.2016) 
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Corporations contained in the start composition of the 
index 

Netflix Inc 

REA Group Ltd 

The Priceline Goup Inc 

Zillow Group Inc 

PayPal Holdings Inc 

Richtmove PLC 

Past performance and simulations are not reliable indicators of future performance. 

Source: Bloomberg; as at 30.06.2016 (all available data from 30.06.2011 to 30.06.2016) 
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Digital Marketplaces Performance Index 
Global focus: country and sector allocations 

Industry group Country Sector 

→ As would be expected, US firms dominate; Chinese companies are also represented 

Source: Bloomberg; 28.06.2016 
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Key product data 
Digital Marketplaces Performance Index 

Key product data – VONCERT Open End 

Termsheets with the legally binding information and other details can be downloaded at any time from www.derinet.ch. All information is indicative and subject to 

change. 

VONCERT OPEN END 

SSPA product type Tracker certificate (1300) 

Underlying Digital Marketplaces Performance Index 

Initial fixing / payment date 29 July 2016 / 5 August 2016 

Term Open end 

Management fee 1.20% p.a. 

Issuer Vontobel Financial Products Ltd., DIFC Dubai (is not subject to any prudential supervision and has no rating) 

Guarantor Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich (Moody's A3) 

Valor / symbol 32760563 / ZSOAAV 32760566 / ZDMAAV 

Issue price 
CHF 101.50  

(CHF 1.50 front-load fee included) 

USD 101.50 

(USD 1.50 front-load fee included) 

Spot reference price CHF 100.00 USD 100.00 

Currencies CHF USD 

Termsheet Details on derinet.ch Termsheet Details on derinet.ch 

http://www.derinet.ch/
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/PDF_TS/CH0327605637e.pdf
https://derinet.vontobel.ch/PDF_TS/CH0327605660e.pdf
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Important information for investors  
Digital Marketplaces Performance Index 

Legal information & risks for investors 

Termsheets with the legally binding information and other details can be downloaded at any time from www.derinet.ch. All information is indicative and subject to 

change. 

– VONCERTs [SSPA product type: tracker certificate (1300)] essentially track the performance of their 

underlying. When investing in a VONCERT, the same risks must essentially be taken into account as for a 

direct investment in the underlying, in particular the related foreign currency, market and price risks. 

VONCERTs do not yield current income and have no capital protection. 

Significant risks for investors 

– Economic crises and changes could have a detrimental impact on the shares underlying the 

participation certificate. 

– New technologies offer the potential of promising business models, but also entail risks. This can lead to 

corresponding share price volatility. 

– New competitors could engage the established firms in the index in a fight for market share.  

– Issuer risk  

– Currency risk  

– No capital protection  

http://www.derinet.ch/
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Summary 
Investment case & index concept 

Index concept 

Digital Marketplaces Performance Index 

Investment case  

“From online platforms to new trading concepts” 

– Platforms can create new forms of value – just by 

being platforms. 

– The concept is nothing new. Take shopping malls, for 

example: they bring consumers and retailers together. 

The same can be said of digital marketplaces, but 

thanks to new technology they are cheaper and much 

more powerful. 

– Data and users are the prized assets. 

– The more participants a platform has, the greater 

its value 

– The ‘community effect’ serves as the ultimate source of 

potential competitive advantages. 

– It’s only when companies open up their ecosystems and 

take a fresh approach that major opportunities can arise: 

for established players, newcomers – and investors. 

– The index tracks the performance of companies that 

generate significant revenues in the digital marketplaces 

segment. These are companies from the following 

sectors: 
– Real estate 

– Media 

– Travel 

– Securities exchanges 

– Financial services 

– e-commerce 

– The companies have strong brand awareness, 

comprehensive patent protection and networks that 

create advantages. Their business models are unique 

and the services they offer are particularly attractive and 

boast corresponding market growth. 

– Rules-based and transparent index  

– The index advisor, Thomas Rappold, is responsible for 

assessment and analysis. 
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Legal Note 

This publication is for information purposes only and does not represent an investment recommendation or advice and contains neither an offer nor an invitation to make an offer. It does not replace the qualified advice 

necessary before any purchase decision, in particular as regards all associated risks.  

If reference is made in this publication to analysts' opinions provided by Vontobel Research / Sell-Side Analysis, please note that any conflicts of interest of the analysts are disclosed and may be viewed at any time at 

the following link: 

 derinet.ch/researchdisclaimer    

This publication was drawn up by our Financial Products & Distribution organizational unit, and is not the result of financial analysis. The Directives on the Independence of Financial Research issued by the Swiss 

Bankers Association do not apply to this publication. Any content in this publication originating from other organizational units at Vontobel or third parties are marked as such with reference to the source. The legally 

applicable product documentation (listing prospectus) consists of the definitive term sheet with the final terms and the issue programme registered with SIX Swiss Exchange. These documents and the brochure 

“Special Risks in Securities Trading” may be obtained free of charge at www.derinet.ch  or from Bank Vontobel AG, Financial Products, CH-8022 Zurich (Tel. +41 (0)58 283 78 88). Past performance must not be taken 

as an indication or guarantee of future performance. Structured products are not regarded as collective investment schemes within the meaning of the Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (CISA), and are 

therefore not subject to the approval or supervision of the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. The value of structured products may depend not only on the performance of the underlying, but also on 

the creditworthiness of the issuer. The investor is exposed to the risk of the issuer / guarantor defaulting. This publication and the financial products outlined therein are not intended for persons subject to a jurisdiction 

which limits or prohibits the sale of financial products or the dissemination of this publication and/or the information contained therein. All information is provided without a guarantee.  

July 2016 ©Bank Vontobel AG. All rights reserved. 

http://www.derinet.ch/

